Title: APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR DETECTING THE BENDING OF MEDICAL INVASIVE TOOLS IN MEDICAL INTERVENTIONS

Abstract: An apparatus for detecting the bending of a medical invasive tool (2) during its insertion in a body (4, 6) comprises an ultrasound transducer (8), and a position measuring system (29, 22, 26, 28) including position measuring components, and/or articulated arms (20, 22) being attached to the medical invasive tool (2). The expected position of the medical invasive tool is calculated according to the measurements produced by the position measuring system. Echo points, and/or segments of the medical invasive tool are identified on the ultrasound image (24). The comparison between the identified echo, and the calculated position of the invasive tool (without bending) is the base of detecting the bending of the medical invasive tool. Additionally, the identified echo points/segments are used in order to evaluate the actual shape of the invasive tool. Additionally, the expected position, and/or velocity of the invasive tool calculated, and a representation thereof is displayed on the image of the invasive tool calculated, and a representation thereof is displayed on the image viewable to the user. Similar apparatus can be utilized when employing a CT scanner or MI scanner.
For two-letter codes and other abbreviations, refer to the "Guidance Notes on Codes and Abbreviations" appearing at the beginning of each regular issue of the PCT Gazette.
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